Bibliography, continued


**Other Important English Translations of the *Analects***


(Very solid, traditionally oriented translation but with little annotation. For a review, see Schaberg 2001.)


(One of the few translations to provide some traditional commentary and alternate readings of passages [in the form of footnotes]. Also seems to be based on Cheng Shude’s edition of the text. Often follows the Han commentators but sometimes adopts Zhu Xi’s readings, all without attribution. For reviews, see Cheang 2000, Cheng 1999, Flanagan 1998, and Schaberg 2001.)


Soothill, William. 1910. *The Analects of Confucius*. Yokohama: Fukuin Printing Company. (Contains extensive comments from the translator as well as Zhu Xi’s commentary more or less in its entirety, in both Chinese and English.)


Translations of Other Early Chinese Texts Cited in Commentary


(Translation of the *Exoteric Commentary.*)


(Translation of the *Record of Ritual*, originally published in 1885.)


(Translation of the *Book of Documents*, originally published in 1865.)


(Translation of the *Book of Odes*, originally published in 1871.)


